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POLS 100: American Government 
 

 
Concepts addressed: 
The Constitution: federalism, limited government, separation of powers, checks and balances, the Bill of 
Rights and subsequent amendments, enumerated and implied powers, the ratification and amendment 
process, statehood, national supremacy contrasted with states' rights, and the principle of popular 
sovereignty 

 
Constitution 

1. Explain the key principles of the U. S. Constitution. 
2. Explain the "Great Compromise" at the Constitutional Convention. 
3. Did the U. S. Constitution strengthen the national government? Explain. 
4. Does it protect individual liberty? How? 
5. Who were the Antifederalists? What was their position on the Constitution? 
6. How can the Constitution change? Is this easily accomplished? Is the Constitution a vehicle for 

radical or conservative policies? Why? 
 
Federalist Paper #10 

1. Who wrote these papers? What was he trying to accomplish? 
2. What is a faction? Is it a positive, negative, or neutral force? 
3. The author offers two kinds of solutions to "cure the mischief of faction:" remove its causes and 

control its effects. What two methods does he offer to remove the causes? Are these possible? 
4. How does the Constitution control the effects of factions in a minority or in a majority? 
5. In the author's terms, what is the difference between a "democracy" and a "republic?" Which 

control the effects of factions and how? 
6. What is an "extended republic" and how might it control the effects of factions? 

 
Federalist Paper #51 

1. What are these separate "departments" and how are they separated? 
2. What does the author mean by "Ambition must be made to counteract ambition?" 
3. What is the difference between "separation of powers" and "checks and balances?" 
4. What is a "compound republic" and how does it protect liberty? 

 
Summary Questions 
What assumptions does the Federalist Papers make about the nature of man in terms of (1) good and evil, 
(2) abilities and talents, and (3) self-interest? How does the Constitution take advantage of these 
assumptions to construct a stable government? 


